Bottom-line benefits
•	Quickly launch analytics solutions tailored
for your b
 usiness

Measure time to value in weeks, not years
Deloitte Managed Analytics

business challenges

While many organizations successfully build analytics solutions in-house, others often struggle to gain actionable
insights due to a lack of analytics talent, shortage of business domain or industry knowledge, scarce IT resources,
or significant capital investments. Helping leaders overcome these limitations and gain more value through
analytics is where Deloitte stands out.

How we can help
Deloitte Managed Analytics (DMA) offers a smart alternative that delivers business insights offered by leading
solutions much faster and more efficiently. With Deloitte providing its expertise and manpower, most clients
experience accelerated time to delivery in spite of talent or technology challenges.

A managed service model
that is right-fit to align
with your business need

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
fee model shifts costs from
fixed to variable

of deployment

•	Leverage leading technologies to address

Few business leaders today question the value that analytics can deliver to their organizations. Many are seeing
significant returns across all areas of business as analytics delivers insights that help plug tax leaks, streamline
supply chains, improve product pricing, identify potential fraud, and more.

Business insights accessible
through highly secure
cloud-based architecture

•	Gain rapid ROI, often within 90 days

Access to information through
interactive dashboards, reports,
and scorecards

Flexible environment
efficiently and quickly
scales up or down as
your needs evolve

Integration capabilities combine
siloed internal and external data
for comprehensive insights

• Avoid additional capital investments
•	Free up IT and analysts to add more
strategic value

Deloitte Managed Analytics in action
CHALLENGE
A leading consumer products company wanted to
improve its supply chain efficiency and reduce costs.
Deloitte Managed Analytics helped the organization
deploy a cloud-based solution in about eight weeks
that integrated siloed financial, operational, and
other data to provide insights to improve supply
chain performance and reduce costs.
RESULT
The solution paid for itself within the first 30
days by helping leaders recognize cost-saving
opportunities such as consolidating shipments
and identifying low-performing carriers and routes.

Start here
Are you ready to deliver more data-driven value
to the business? We should talk.

Bill Lloyd
Deloitte Managed Analytics
Deloitte Consulting LLP
williamlloyd@deloitte.com

Deloitte Managed Analytics highlights
Solutions to tough
business challenges
Business domain solutions
Clients gain fast time to value from
proven, prebuilt solutions that address
common business challenges such as
supply chain optimization, indirect tax
compliance, customer engagement, and
pricing and profitability enhancement.
Industry and sector solutions
We also offer solutions to industryspecific challenges for healthcare,
consumer products, financial services,
high tech, public sector, and more.
Custom solutions
Our technology and analytics specialists
can tailor our prebuilt solutions to fit
your specific business challenge – or
design one specifically to fit your needs.

Flexible and secure
technology platform

Security
and privacy

Cloud-based architecture
Your dashboards and reports are
available wherever you do business
around the globe.

Role-based security
You can specify data access at multiple
levels, including business unit, division,
product, and individual.

Secure, scalable platform
Our secure data integration and
analytics capabilities integrate
relevant data from multiple internal
and external sources.

Continuous monitoring
and enhancement
Deloitte rigorously monitors application,
platform, and physical security to keep
your data safe. Vulnerability testing
helps expose potential flaws before
others can exploit them.

Leading technologies
We draw on our alliances with
leading third-party software and
hosting providers to deliver advanced
visualization, analytics, data
management, and big data technologies.

Reliable operating performance
Our highly available and redundant
environment enables reliable,
continuous performance.

Interactive dashboards and reports
Tailored reports and easy-to-understand
interactive visual formats are designed for
desktop and mobile formats, with
role-based access management built in.
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any decision or action that may affect your business. Before making any decision or taking any action that may affect
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responsible for any loss sustained by any person who relies on this publication.

Professional
services
Advisory
Deloitte professionals help you identify
the questions you should be asking to
add more value to your business and
help you uncover the answers hidden
in your data.
Implementation
Deloitte builds, customizes, and
implements solutions that fits your
business challenges. Solutions are typically
deployed in weeks rather than years.
Managed insights
Deloitte’s data scientists and information
technology specialists provide the
analytics talent required to manage your
information and enhance your analytics
models as you grow.
Support
Deloitte professionals provide 24-hour
global managed service support.
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